
Holmfirth 60 at Wolfstones Heights Farm: Widths described in user evidence originally submitted

No. Width Additional comments regarding widths

3-4m

"Between points A+B [i.e. A to E] the route is approximately 4 
meters to 3 metres wide and I have always had access to this 
width. No-one who uses the route between A+B [A-E] is 
confined to the 1.2 meters recorded on DMS"

“The route is generally 3-4m wide” “Path width now restricted to 1.2 metres”

“varies between about 13 feet and 8 feet”

“Between 13 feet and 8 feet wide”

“approximately 3-4 meters”

“It has always followed the same course & has always (in the 
32 years I have used the path) been bridle path width – 
approx. 3 to 4 meters”

“Over 3.0m up to 4.0m”

“The footpath has always been along a lane and drive for the 
fifty odd years I have been using it and there has never been 
any indication that only 1.2m of it could be used…”

"Not sure"
“It was walkable in a group sociably it is definitely not single 
file”

"The tarmac track between buildings… is about 
3m wide… the grass track is more open and at 
some points is  about 4m wide or more"

"Until recently the full width from A-B [ie A o E] has been 
available. As of 15/09/20 about 2/3 of the tarmac track has 
been blocked off…" "The full width has  always been available 
for walkers"

"First 70ft … from Wolfstones Road is aaround 
14ft wide , thertafter the route is around 10 ft 
wide to Brown Hill"

"Recently the width of the route has been much reduced 
owing to the commencement of building works"

3-4m
"Between the 2 points marked on the map [A 
and E] width used is 3-4 metres"

4m

Varies between 3 and 4m

3 to 4 metres

A3




